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Reference

ETS is the world's largest independent organization that provides knowledge and skills assessment
services. During its more than sixty year tradition and constant innovation, ETS has created language
certificates such as the SAT@, ToEIc@, TOEFL@ and GRE@, which are acknow|edged and app|iód
everywhere, Our global team consists of 2,600 experts and professionals in areas such as education,
education research, psychometrics, statistics and education management. In more than 180 countries
of the world ETS reacts to the needs of individuals, enterprise customers (language audit), ministries
and government agencies. ETS enjoys g|oba| recognition due to the high qua|iý of its products. The
foundation for the success of Educational Testing is provided by the perfect, objective and reliable
tests.

As a part of our company's constant growth, we have decided to also offer our products to Czech
speaking clients. The basis for such an expansion is of course the high-quality translation of the
company website. Several translation agencies took part in the tender for the translation, which in the
end was won by the VCELICKA translation agency. We established our cooperation in October 2011.
We were most satisfíed with the trans|ation of our website from Polish to Czech' Because ETS is active
in the area of language education, we placed great emphasis on the translator's language skills.
Thanks to the perfect cooperation with Mrs. Trnková, we received a high-qua|iý trans|ation from both
the language as well as expertise perspectives. Also pleasant were the contractual price for the
translation and the fast delivery time.

rhe vČeuČKAtransiation agency has already prepared severa| other translations for us, which were
executed exactly as we wished.

Regiona/ Director tastern Europe

K.aro! Gra,ryosrewski
R*gionaí Díreeťor f;ast*m Hurone
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Educational Testing Service (ETS) Global BV Sp. z o.o., oddziat w Polsce
CH Jupiter, wejšcie E, ul. Towarowa 22,00-839 Warszawa
NIP: 107-000-26-54 REGON: 140L9L098 KRS: 0000236720
XIX Wydziat Gospodarczy Krajowy Rejestr Sqdowy w Warszawie

wrvw.pl.etsgloba l.org
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